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Section A. System Information
System Name
Think Outside the Map – Brooklyn Park’s Enterprise GIS
Application Category
Enterprise System
Welcome to Brooklyn Park
With a population over 78,000, Brooklyn Park is the sixth largest city in Minnesota. We are a unique,
proud, and active community with numerous youth, adult, and senior organizations, including
important citizen boards that enrich our community.
Demographically, Brooklyn Park is currently where many other cities will be in 20-30 years. Around
20% of our residents were born outside of the US, and 25% speak a language other than English at
home. Our diversity index, the percent chance two randomly selected people are a different race, is
70. Compare that to a score of 37 for the state of Minnesota and 63 for the United States.

As part of our Community Engagement Initiative, we always make residents and stakeholders our
primary focus when it comes to important decision making. Our mandate is to engage Brooklyn Park
residents so they can share their diverse viewpoints openly and honestly. One of our main
engagement and communication tools is GIS.
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A Letter from Our Executive Administrator
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System Summary
At Brooklyn Park GIS, we pride ourselves on our rich, up-to-date, and accessible GIS apps for our
staff and the public. We have over 30 GIS apps in our public gallery and over 100 ready-to-use layers
connected to our ArcGIS Online site. Virtually all of these apps and layers connect directly to our live
enterprise geodatabase, which means everyone using our content is viewing the most recent
information we have available. This paper will demonstrate how our solid enterprise GIS makes this
all possible. We’ll share our techniques and strategies for data maintenance automation, application
design, and more. We do all of this work in order to protect our most vital work resource: time.
A Solid Enterprise Foundation
3,000 hours a year – that’s how much time we have at Brooklyn Park GIS to manage and maintain
our enterprise GIS infrastructure. Within our collection of over 40 internal and public-facing GIS apps,
there are over 200 GIS datasets, 60% of which require regular maintenance. We need to accomplish
this with one full time GIS Coordinator year round and one full time GIS Intern for six months a year.
Efficiency isn’t just a goal for us. It’s our lifeblood.

Free time is not a common phrase at BP GIS
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Our enterprise GIS is exemplary for two main reasons:
1. It’s a central, city data hub for our staff and the public. More than just a collection of maps and
layers, our GIS processes, maintains, and makes available spatially referenced information
from over a dozen different data sources, both local and from other organizations. Our users
can look up property and zoning information, utility information, related documents like plat
drawings and grading plans, and district information for elections, schools, recycling, and
more, all with a single address search using intuitively designed apps that work on any device.

A wealth of information at your fingertips, all based on your location
2. We maintain this collection of internal and public-facing apps with only 300 of our 3,000 hours.
A carefully designed collection of SQL views and scheduled Python scripts automatically keep
everything up to date. Minimizing our maintenance work is the keystone that has let us create
our GIS app catalog.
Think Outside the Map
Automated maintenance and a strong enterprise GIS empower us to “think outside the map”. We use
this term to describe how we use GIS as more than a cartography and spatial analysis tool. To us,
GIS is a constantly evolving information portal that brings together all of our city data and presents it
in easy to understand and visually appealing formats appropriate to the target audience. We’ll
demonstrate how we do this in the following sections of this paper.
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User Testimonials
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Section B. Jurisdiction Information
Name of jurisdiction:
City of Brooklyn Park
5200 85th Avenue North
Brooklyn Park, MN 55443
Population (2014):
78,728
Total annual budget:
$45 million
Chief appointed official:
Jay Stroebel
City Manager
5200 85th Avenue North
Brooklyn Park, MN 55443
Enterprise system contact:
John Nerge, GISP
GIS Coordinator
5200 85th Avenue North
Brooklyn Park, MN 55443
1-763-493-8196
john.nerge@brooklynpark.org
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Section C. System Design
Our Existential Crisis
We’ve been using GIS since the mid-1990s. We surveyed tens of thousands of utility assets in our
sanitary, storm, and water systems, many of which we still use and update today. Then, in 2001, we
worked with a consultant to develop our main GIS application, CityView, which made our GIS data
accessible to all city staff. Not much changed for the next decade.

CityView as late as 2012 – looking its age
In March of 2012, we were still using this 11-year-old, internal-only desktop GIS application. For the
public, we had nine PDF maps on our city website. We stored the GIS data in shapefiles, which were
tedious to maintain. As a result, our map layers were perpetually out of date. We knew we needed
modern, web based GIS tools. Even more so, we needed a modern enterprise GIS infrastructure to
support the tools we wanted to build.
In April of 2013, we launched our first web GIS, retaining the name CityView but using the Geocortex
Essentials Viewer for Silverlight as its base. This worked well for the next two years and allowed us to
explore the different ways we could use web GIS, with one key exception. It didn’t work on mobile
devices. In July of 2015, we migrated to the Geocortex Viewer for HTML5, which works in virtually all
browsers on all devices.
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As of May 2016, we have over 30 public and a dozen internal GIS apps, all built using commercial off
the shelf (COTS) products based in HTML5 and mobile-ready for tablets and smartphones. All of our
apps connect directly to our enterprise geodatabase, so updating shapefiles is no longer a part of our
maintenance work. Every app is always up to date and available anywhere with internet connection.

CityView today – automatically updated data on a mobile-friendly platform
Modernizing our GIS apps has changed the way our organization thinks about GIS. Previously, GIS
was a software program we used to make map and get basic spatial information. Today, it’s a core
business logic and analytics platform that integrates all of our city data into easy to use web apps that
empower our departments and the public to make fully informed, data-driven decisions.

Improving Our Service
City governments do a wide variety of work, but it all falls under the umbrella of customer service.
After all, we work directly for the people that fund us. While the underlying processes that maintain
our enterprise GIS aren’t directly visible to the public, the cost savings are, as are the time savings we
spend on the work they actually use. The result is a lean government that delivers rich and robust
data services.
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Along with being a lean government, we have four main goals for our enterprise GIS.
1. Efficient Data Delivery
We use a web based platform to connect to live, up-to-date GIS data. We design our apps to be
intuitive for non-technical audiences. We use plain language and rich, visual media to share concise
but complete information. The results of sharing data efficiently and openly are a decrease in the
amount of staff time spent on data requests and public approval for their government’s work.
2. Open Government
We use an open and accessible platform to empower staff and citizen scientists with data. In return,
they help us improve our data and community. Sharing data promotes trust and transparency and
enables collaboration. The broader the audience, the better the data becomes thanks to people
finding and reporting errors. The result is government work that focuses on real community needs
and produces more accurate and effective outcomes.
3. Community Engagement
Maps are an ideal way to present information. They transcend barriers like language and the
technical skills required to interpret data tables. We use maps and data to engage our community,
whether it’s to look up district information, learn about the plight of bees, or to adopt their
neighborhood fire hydrant. The result is a united community working together to improve the quality of
life for everyone in our city.
4. City Branding
With the advent of rich, configurable tools like story maps, brand positioning is yet another GIS
capability. We use GIS apps to tell rich stories about our city and to call our residents and businesses
to action to help us promote, preserve, and improve our community. The result is a strong, consistent
city image that inspires pride in our residents, attracts new businesses, and helps our city thrive in the
21st century.

Unexpected Benefits
In all honesty, when we decided to rebuild CityView, that was all we intended to do. But by learning
from the pain points of the 2001 version, we realized the benefits (and necessity) of automated data
maintenance. Committing to automated maintenance was a critical decision because it freed our time
to explore what else was possible with our enterprise GIS.
The explosion of GIS apps that followed drove people to ask, “Well if we can do that with this data,
can we also do this with that data?” With the techniques described in the Implementation section of
this paper, the answer was, and continues almost always to be, “Yes!”
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Another unexpected benefit has been the improvement of our data quality. It’s not uncommon for
residents and city staff to tell us that they found something wrong in our data. We’d love to say that
we would have found all of the errors on our own, but the simple reality of an enterprise GIS is that
you need many eyes on it to ensure its integrity. Open data access enables subject matter experts in
our departments and community to share their knowledge with us so we can redistribute it to
everyone.
Along with improving the quality of existing data, using their information in our GIS apps has inspired
our staff to start collecting new information they never would have thought of before. Some examples
of these new datasets are:
• locations of urgent care centers within a ten minute drive of our city
• a complete list of homeowners association (with board member contact information)
• key holder information for businesses for when we need emergency access to a building
• automatic timestamping of data entry for reporting project efficiencies to our city council

Speed Bumps Along the Way
One major design hurdle is that many established GIS standards aren’t non-GIS user friendly. One of
the best examples of this is the use of GIS jargon in COTS app default settings. Some of these
common terms are Identify, Query/Filter, and Buffer.
When GIS professionals read those terms, we think they sound familiar, even natural to our biased
minds. But to non-GIS users or, even worse, non-tech savvy users, those terms are at best foreign
and at worst alienating. Once we started to think about user experience for non-GIS professionals (it’s
a never-ending struggle), we were able to improve user experiences. We replaced traditional GIS
terms with more universally understood words, such as What’s Here, Find, and Search Nearby. We
made similar changes to how traditional GIS tools work in order to make them easier to use and
understand for everyone.
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An improved, user-friendly query tool (left) compared to the default tool (inset)
Another design challenge was meeting all of the unique needs of our different departments in a single
app. A great example of this is making mailing labels. Our planning department needs to send
mailings to all properties within a certain distance of newly zoned properties or businesses. Our
engineering department needs to include the parcel ID on most of its mailings. Our police department
needs to be able to mail all apartment units along with single family properties. This challenge and
others have been key drivers in our move to department-focused apps. We provide examples of
some of these in the Organizational Impact section of this paper.

GIS in Name Only
Our system is different from others because we hide as much of the advanced GIS functionality as
possible in simple, easy to use tools. By this we mean that we avoid the typical elements you see in
applications designed by GIS professionals for GIS professionals: long layer lists, identify buttons,
zoom in/out tools, complex query builders, and so on. Instead, we use modern, universal device
conventions: use your mouse or fingers to pan and zoom and click or tap to get more details, search
using a search bar. That’s it.
Besides mentioning our team name, you won’t find the term GIS in any of our public apps (if you do,
please tell us so we can remove it!). That’s because we think people can use GIS to its fullest
potential without having to know what it is. People inherently understand geography, so they shouldn’t
15

have to be familiar with GIS tools in order to use them. Trying to define GIS or technical terms just
muddles up the experience. With such pervasive tools as Google Maps, people are used to
interacting with maps on their computers and phones. We strive to follow those conventions in order
to deliver a consistent and, more importantly, expected user experience.

Proof in the Pudding
The best way to demonstrate how our system is exemplary is for you to try it. All of our public-facing
apps are available in our map gallery at www.brooklynpark.org/maps. There are over 30 of them, so
we provide some descriptions of our most popular apps here. We’ll demonstrate some of the more
advanced system capabilities in the Organizational Impact section of this paper.
Neighborhood Info https://gis.brooklynpark.org/neighborhoodinfo
Neighborhood Info is one of our two public-facing Geocortex apps. It’s a one stop shop for over 50
property-specific data points. Our residents, businesses, and real estate agents use it to look up
property zoning information, city services dates and contacts, public safety contacts, elected officials,
nearby amenities, and more. You can also print the information onto a single page PDF for future
reference. 50+ people use this app every week.

One address search to get over 50 data points
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Adopt a Hydrant https://gis.brooklynpark.org/adoptahydrant
Adopt a Hydrant is a crowdsourcing campaign to get our residents and businesses to volunteer to
shovel out their hydrants when it snows in the winter (we are in Minnesota, after all). Doing so helps
our fire fighters keep our neighborhoods (and people) safe in the event of fire, when every second
counts and access to water is critical. We designed this app to be fun and engaging. You even get to
name your hydrant! 30+ people used this app every week during the last winter season.

Having fun while keeping our neighborhoods safe
Story Maps https://gis.brooklynpark.org/storymaps
Story maps are an exciting way to present GIS data. They’re the most extreme examples of how we
think outside the map. We use maps, photos, videos, and related web pages to tell a complete data
story. There’s a function behind the form. Sharing data visually makes it easier to educate nonsubject experts so they can fully understand the data and know how to interpret it.
People view our story maps a combined 125 times every week.
Open Mapping Platform http://brooklynpark.maps.arcgis.com/
If we don’t have an app you want, then we give you the content to build your own. Our open mapping
platform, branded as Get Up and Geo, is our ArcGIS Online organization account. We connected it to
over 100 authoritative map layers from local, regional, and national authorities.
We received 50,000+ data requests on our public map services in the last year.
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Section D. Implementation
Our Not So Secret Weapons
These are the various techniques and practices we used to implement our enterprise GIS. They all
revolve around automating data maintenance and minimizing support needs. On their own, they’re
things we all do as GIS professionals. We’ve accomplished what we have so far by strategically using
all of them together to streamline our enterprise GIS and the apps it supports.
Spatial and SQL Views
One of our favorite tricks is using SQL views to manipulate data on the fly. We use them to present a
single dataset in alternative geometries and formats. Since a view is just a stored query of an existing
dataset, we can create and use them without adding additional data maintenance work. We simply
maintain the original dataset (with an automated Python script), and all of the views that reference
that original dataset are automatically updated as well.
One of the most common spatial views we use converts polygon features to points. The STCentroid()
method converts the polygon Shape field to a point centroid, which works better at small scales for
small polygons that aren’t easy to see when viewing our entire 26 square mile city. We could export
the centroids to another standalone dataset, but then we would have a second dataset to maintain.

Homeowners associations at small (left) and large (right) scales in our apps
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Other information available in our apps via spatial views includes counts of nearby amenities and
average assessed property values by district. We use the similar STIntersects() and STWithin()
methods to calculate these on the fly. We even use spatial views for simple things like massaging or
hiding field attributes in publicly shared map layers. Once again, since the views are just stored
queries, the calculations automatically update when we make changes to any of the referenced
datasets.
We use SQL views and queries to connect our apps to live data from other systems, such as contact
information for city licenses. Doing so not only makes the information readily available to staff outside
of our licensing department, it also expands our ability to do quality control. If people try to use a
contact email address or phone number and find it’s incorrect, they tell our licensing department,
which updates the information in their system. Since the connection is live, the correct information
appears immediately after our licensing staff updates it.
That information feedback encourages people to report errors because it’s satisfying to see your own
quality check implemented so quickly. The result is that people feel a sense of stewardship for data
they don’t directly maintain. Data quality assurance becomes a community-wide task.

The virtuous circle of crowdsourced data quality assurance
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The Power of Python
Our main data maintenance tool is Python. We use it to automate data updates, generate daily email
alerts for our inspectors, perform database tuning, and more. We can’t overstress its value. Much of
our GIS data comes from other city systems. Automatically pulling it from another system into our
enterprise GIS increase its value in both systems and the value of the work our staff did to create and
maintain the information.
We have over a dozen Python scripts that run on schedules anywhere from once a quarter to every
six hours. The hands-free updating of our datasets saves hundreds of hours of work every year, and
data maintained by automated scripts are also far less likely to contain human errors. The end result
is a higher quantity of quality, up-to-date information in our GIS apps.
Building for Reuse
We follow a basic workflow when designing a data update script: process, delete, append, and
repeat.

Process, delete, append, and repeat (it even rhymes)
We process the new data, usually with our favorite trick, a SQL view, to make the data GIS-friendly.
Depending on the data source, we either append a cut of the view (Table Select) to existing GIS data,
or we geocode the records using an address, parcel ID, or street intersection. Then we purge the old
data (Delete Features) and upload (Append) the new data.
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Because this process is so common, we often cut and paste lines from existing scripts into new
scripts for new datasets we want to create and maintain. We could write more complex scripts that
use temporal, spatial, and attribute queries, but doing so would make it harder to reuse code pieces.
Instead, we build that logic into our SQL views whenever possible since they by their nature have to
be custom written to reference the specific datasets they reference.
When we started using Geocortex Essentials, we couldn’t help but think about how else we could use
the software to get the most out of our investment in it. Just like our Python scripts, we design our
apps and their underlying workflows knowing that we will likely reuse them in other apps. We build
many of our “new” apps by copying and pasting existing elements and then making minor changes to
fit them into a new use case.
The Zero Maintenance Model
When we add a new dataset to our enterprise GIS, we always include a maintenance plan for it.
Whenever possible, we automate the plan. Our goal is to have a zero maintenance model in which
the majority of our GIS data is self-maintaining and requires no human work hours to stay up to date.
Today, 40% of our datasets have automated maintenance scripts that run anywhere from quarterly to
multiple times daily. Only 20% of our datasets need regular, manual maintenance. Most of these are
utility layers, which we need to shoot with GPS units whenever there’s new construction. There’s no
practical way to automate their maintenance since someone has to manually create the new data in
the field. Even so, we use domains and other techniques to minimize the amount of work and mitigate
the risk of human error. The last 40% of our datasets don’t need any regular maintenance since they
don’t change often (e.g. district boundaries and city office locations).

Automation quickly makes up for lost time and surpasses manual work
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The upfront cost to automation is work hours with no tangible output. There’s a period of time where
manual maintenance is more cost-effective. However, once you automate, your output rapidly
catches up.
The gap between the two methods is your return on investment (ROI) gap. We quantify our ROI gaps
using this formula:
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎
∗ 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚

Where 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎 is the total amount of time to automate the task, 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 is the amount of time it takes to
do the task manually, and 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 is how often you perform the task. As an example, let’s say you
spend two hours automating a task that takes you twenty minutes to do manually, and you do this
task every other month. The formula would be:
120 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
∗ 2 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 12 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑠𝑠
20 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

In other words, it will take a year (six iterations) of running the automated process to close the ROI
gap. That might seem like a long time, but keep in mind that everything after the first year is pure
work output without any human work hours. Your saved time is also available for other work, and
you’ve eliminated the risk for human error.
When full automation isn’t an option, we still cut out as many manual tasks as possible. We practice
gradual automation in which we automate one piece of a maintenance task each time we have to do
it. Most of our automated scripts start this way. They didn’t build Rome in a day, but the Romans still
built every day!
Don’t Reinvent the Wheel
A critical way to protect our 3,000 hours is to reuse existing technology whenever possible. Not only
are there multiple existing tools available that integrate with GIS, many of them have been around for
a while and have shaped people’s user experience expectations. It’s not logical or economically
viable to think we can build a tool that both works better and people will like better than what they
already use.
Some examples of how we do this in our GIS apps are:
• using Google Maps when creating links for driving directions
• using Pictometry to deliver oblique imagery in internal applications
• using our county’s online property information site for detailed tax records
• linking to related pages on our website for more information instead of trying to bake
everything into our GIS data
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To Configure or Customize
Our mayor likes to say that we should either be first or best in whatever we do. Even though being
cutting edge is exciting and comes with bragging rights, we rarely try to be first. It’s a lot of work, and
it’s even more work to stay first. Instead, we strive to be the best. Two things that help us be the best
are researching our peers and using COTS products.
Every new large project begins with a review of similar, exemplary projects from other organizations.
In the information age, there are very few ideas for which you can’t find existing solutions. The odds
are that multiple people have already done your project and found good solutions for it. Why not use
them? They likely made decisions that you can use or make better because of your personal insight
about your data and newer technology, particularly COTS products. Between ArcGIS Online and
Geocortex Essentials, it’s unusual that we can’t figure out a configurable way to build our apps.
If we do custom programming, then we’re doing a process manually that a vendor could do for us,
both to get started and to provide software updates instead of manually updating our code as new
API versions come out. In most cases, the added functionality isn’t so critical that it’s economically
worth custom programming. We’ve seen rapid changes to Geocortex and ArcGIS Online in the last
year, so much so that we often update our existing apps with new tools and settings that we didn’t
have when we first made them. These rapid changes have encouraged us to wait for our vendors to
do the heavy lifting for us. Custom programming would become a waste time once a new release
does the same things for us. That reveals another pitfall of customization: you lose the value of
custom work and your work hours when an upgrade replaces it. All of that hard work to be first
doesn’t add up to a worthwhile effort in the long run. Sometimes that means delayed delivery of new
functionality, but it also means a better financial investment and a more sustainable approach to
application maintenance.
A Moment on Metadata
With hundreds of datasets and thousands of attribute fields, quality metadata is critical. It helps a lot
when onboarding new GIS users since they can self-learn about our datasets (more time savings
since we don’t have to spend as much time training them). Complete metadata also helps reduce
questions from third parties with whom we share the data. Most importantly, having complete
metadata means that people aren’t taking knowledge away in their heads when they leave our
organization.
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Quality metadata explains what a dataset is and where it came from
We write complete item details for all of our ArcGIS Online layers and apps, include the tag “COBP”
for easy searching, and use a City_of_Brooklyn_Park official account to share everything with the
public. Our content is easily discoverable and clearly authoritative, regardless of whether or not
people find it through our map gallery, our ArcGIS Online site, or in the global arcgis.com gallery.

Everything you wanted to know about our neighborhoods app
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We maintain detailed release notes for our Geocortex-built apps. Knowing what configuration settings
we changed, and why we changed them, comes in handy when building new apps and upgrading
existing ones. We write them in a format that makes them easy to copy into new apps, the same way
we design our Python scripts and Geocortex apps to be reusable.
The GIS Steering Committee
This committee might be our most powerful asset. Members come from all of our city departments.
We meet quarterly to look at what new things we’ve been doing with GIS. Quite often, something one
department has done with GIS inspires another department to do something similar. We use this
human live data connection to keep communication open about GIS work so that everyone benefits.
There are 15 people on the committee, and we meet once a quarter for 60 minutes, so the total cost
is 60 work hours a year. That’s not a bad investment for reliable communication!
Using the Right Design Model
Most of us are familiar with the waterfall model of design. It usually looks something like this.

The classic sequential (and ineffective) waterfall design model
The main problem with this design model is it doesn’t work. There’s no flexibility built into it for the
new requirements that invariably arise. How often do your users know exactly what they want from
the start? Because linear development is generally inflexible, the end product usually doesn’t match
what your users realized they actually needed along the way. The end result: they don’t use the
product, and you either have to give up or start over, wasting valuable time either way.
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We practice human centered design, sometimes called agile development or the spiral model, which
focuses on iterative design. Each build round produces a minimum viable product (MVP) that people
can use and test, often discovering new requirements based on their experiences with each MVP.

Spiraling iteratively toward a better final design
This approach minimizes design rework since we only build the pieces of a new GIS app for which
we’ve identified specific requirements. Getting user feedback is much more effective because they
have something they can put their hands on and try out instead of sitting in a meeting room and
having abstract conversations about what they think they need.
We do observational troubleshooting by watching the users try the app and find issues. It’s easier to
find the real design problems faster this way instead of trying to figure them out after the fact. The end
result is an app that most closely fits our users’ complete requirements because they helped design it.
This is extremely valuable for us because it leads to reduced support needs and a longer app
lifespan, both big time savers.
Ready for Apps
With our data fully documented, automatically maintained in an enterprise GIS, ready to be published
through ArcGIS for Server using COTS products, and with a team of informed and engaged staff,
we’re fully armed and equipped to think outside the map and build modern, sustainable GIS apps. We
use all of these techniques and strategies in tandem. In order to demonstrate how they all work
together, we’ll describe how we used them to rebuild CityView.
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Bringing it All Together
Building a New CityView
Before buying anything, we explored what we could do with free tools. We built our first prototype GIS
app using the ArcGIS Viewer for Flex. This was a great experience because it taught us two
important lessons: a plug and play solution would not be flexible enough to meet our business needs,
and a custom solution using APIs to start from scratch would be too inflexible to make financial
sense.
Searching for a middle ground, and together with the GIS Steering Committee, we reviewed products
from five different vendors. The winning vendor, Geocortex Essentials by Latitude Geographics, was
the clear winner because of its configuration based approach and its alignment with Esri best
practices. We learned valuable things from the four vendors and how their existing customers, our
peers, were using web GIS to make their data available to their staff.
As we began development, we reviewed what GIS data people needed to access and what their
maintenance plans looked like. If we decided to include a dataset, we automated its maintenance. We
weren’t going to make the mistake of using static cuts of the data again. We wanted the new CityView
to always use the newest information we had available. We also set up SQL views in cases where
people only wanted to see partial datasets, such as a layer just for fire hydrants instead of all water
system access points (that’s how we store our utility data), again preventing added maintenance.
One of the key elements of human centered design is early and frequent user interaction. We built
CityView over a six month period, during which we had weekly meetings with a team of 30 beta
testers. Each meeting covered a single topic, such as which districts and zones to include or what
fields in the parcel boundaries should be searchable with the search bar. We were able to get
valuable, immediate feedback by tackling each piece of the app individually with the people who
would be using it. We went through four iterations of beta apps before finalizing the fifth version to be
the first live version of CityView.
During each build round for CityView, we focused on developing only the parts of the application for
which our customers had determined requirements. In most cases, we discovered new requirements
based on what we’d built so far. We were able to adjust the app relatively easily because we hadn’t
fully built it yet. With each round, we spiraled closer and closer to a final design. The app benefited
from this process because we took the time to look back at each piece to see if we should change it
to fit better within the new requirements.
The current CityView is an HTML5 GIS app that all city staff can access anywhere, and on any
device, with an internet connection. It contains over 70 maps layers, a dozen or so tools, and live data
connections to our other major city systems.
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CityView in a Page
Here is a quick overview of some of the content and tools available in our main internal GIS app,
CityView.
Map Layers
• 20 districts and zones including:
o public safety districts
o election districts
o city neighborhoods
o school districts
o school attendance zones
o zoning and land use
o flood zones
o city inspector zones
•

9 aerial images ranging from 1991 to 2015

•

Parcels and property layers including:
o apartments
o homeowners associations
o rental properties
o city-owned parcels
o active foreclosures
o vacant properties

•

Utility and infrastructure layers including:
o sanitary, storm, and water systems
o sidewalks and trails
o street lights
o traffic signals and roundabouts
o easements
o private streets
o two foot elevation contours
o bituminous coverage
o public trees
o soil borings

•

Live
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

data from other city systems
Assessed property values
Active code enforcement cases
Active city licenses
Annual traffic counts
Rental restricted properties
Grant-eligible properties
Building key holder contact information
Rental licensee contact information
Bus stops, routes, and schedules

Links
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Tools
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

to related documents
Plat drawings
Grading plans
Easement documents
Soil boring reports
Flood amendments
Utility record drawings
Fire preplans
Property photos and footprint sketches

Guided property owner search
Layer search and filter tools
Mailing labels by district and proximity
Markup and measurement tools
Six print templates from 8.5x11” to 3x3’
Single page PDF property reports
Additional imagery including:
o Google Street View
o Bing Bird’s Eye View
o Pictometry oblique imagery

Points of interest including:
o businesses and restaurants
o parks and park amenities
o city offices
o polling places
o schools
o lakes and rivers
o recent police activity
o food, tobacco, and liquor licenses
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Full of rich map layers

Easy to read data formatting and plain language tools
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Connecting to live data from other city systems

Viewing third party imagery
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CityView is in continuous, incremental development. We keep track of changes in release notes, and
the CityView beta tester group regularly helps with troubleshooting and assessing proposed
enhancements. We implemented and continue to use all of the techniques we described in this
section to ensure that CityView, and all of our GIS apps, are up to date, reusable, and sustainable.

Section E. Organizational Impacts
Unique Departments, Unique Needs
CityView is a large and robust web GIS app, and in some cases it’s self-defeating because of its size.
This was hurting the adoption rate by our users. Early on, we wrote a user manual for the app, but we
quickly came to realize that the supposed need for one was just a symptom of an app that was too
complicated. Working again with the GIS Steering Committee, we entered a new phase in our
enterprise development: the shift to department-focused apps.
Along with our main CityView app, we have seven other versions optimized for specific department
business needs. Between them all are over 140 custom settings (configuration and content updates,
not custom code changes). Here are a few examples of these custom settings.
CityView Code Enforcement

CityView Operations and Maintenance

Turns on inspection areas and scheduled code
inspections by default with intuitive tools to filter
the map by day and inspector

Address search results list the election ward for
BP and the recycling zone for all four cities we
cover with recycling services
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CityView Forestry

CityView Police

Optimized for field work on a small screen with all
the required layers turned on by default and
simple, one click tools for common actions

Address search returns a count of recent police
calls at the property with live, detailed information

CityView Engineering

CityView Community Development

Links to related development documents, traffic
accident history, and annual average daily traffic
counts

Historical foreclosure information back to 2005
and multiple zoning overlays

10% of our staff uses one of our CityView apps every day, and 40% of them use one of our
department apps. As we continue to optimize CityView to meet specific department needs, we expect
that percentage to grow.
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Other Partners and Customers
Our enterprise GIS supports several other partners and customers. Other city departments use the
main CityView app:
• Assessing team compares property records to data from other departments
• City Clerk’s office reviews polling place locations and other election information
• Community Engagement looks up association and neighborhood contact information
• Fire Department reviews emergency response zones and fire hydrant locations
• Recreation and Parks studies distributions of park amenities and the populations that use them
• Rental and Business Licensing views inspector zones and locations of licensed properties
• Utility Billing reviews zoning information, billing cycles, street light ownership, and more
We host and provide a recycling service lookup app for Waste Management. They use it to verify
and review recycling pickup days and zones for Brooklyn Park and the neighboring cities of Brooklyn
Center, New Hope, and Crystal. Previously they would call us for this information. Giving them on
demand access was a significant time saver for our administrative staff.
We provide data sourcing and demographic analysis services for the Brooklyn Bridge Alliance for
Youth. We work with them to help them achieve their goals of improving the lives of youth in our
community. Demographic analysis falls outside the scope of our enterprise GIS, but we have the time
to provide these services because of all of the efficiencies we’ve put into place.
Regional Committees and Contributions
We actively participate in multiple local GIS communities. Brooklyn Park has a board position on the
Hennepin County GIS User Group, we regularly attend and present at the MN GIS/LIS Consortium
annual conference, and we run summer workshops for the MN Department of Education for public
middle and high school teachers to teach them how to use ArcGIS Online in the classroom.
We believe it’s important to do GIS work with people outside of our organization. It helps us connect
with our peers and stay plugged into what they’re doing, which often informs our own internal
decisions. Helping teachers train the next generation of GIS users is only natural if we want to teach
them to think outside the map to them as well.

The Ultimate Impacts
All of these improvements to our enterprise GIS have profoundly affected our business operations.
GIS is no longer a tool to make PDF maps. Instead, it’s an authoritative portal we use to access
virtually all of the city data we need to do our jobs. Furthermore, the amount of information readily
available to the public has reduced the number of phone calls we receive asking for city information.
Streamlining services with GIS has made us more efficient, accurate, and trustworthy.
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In some cases, we use GIS to augment or replace built-in functionality in our other non-GIS apps that
don’t work well. For example, looking up licensee contact information in our land management system
is tedious. On top of requiring an access license and a desktop instance of Internet Explorer (yuck), it
takes at least five mouse clicks and knowing the license number or licensee name. In CityView, all it
takes is an address search and opening the feature details.

Which tool would you rather use?
So why not just replace the non-GIS apps with GIS ones? While the user interfaces might not be
something to write home about, the underlying database structures of our other major data systems
are too complex and involved for us to reproduce internally for the same price that our vendors
charge us.
The hybrid approach of entering data into a non-GIS system and presenting it in a GIS app has
worked well for us. The department that owns the non-GIS system typically continues to use it to view
their own records, and the rest of the departments use one of our GIS apps to view the data. That
way they can use the information without needing training on how to use the non-GIS system. It also
helps us keep the number of software licenses we need down since our GIS apps are available to all
city staff without the need for a license (or any software or plugins thanks to HTML5 capabilities).
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Quantitative and Qualitative Results
We collect and use a wealth of usage metrics on our GIS apps. Again, with a focus on minimizing
manual maintenance, we use a scheduled Python script to automatically read our web server logs
and count how many people viewed our apps daily. This automated reporting is how we know how
many people are using our apps, which informs and guides our future work.
We report app views to the GIS Steering Committee so that everyone is aware of how people are
currently using our enterprise GIS.

Daily usage counted automatically by a scheduled Python script

Monthly CityView usage for part of 2015
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We spend 30 minutes every Monday morning collecting view counts for our ArcGIS Online content so
we can report on them weekly to the GIS Steering Committee. It’s a short but worthwhile time
investment that provides us with valuable information.

Tracking weekly ArcGIS Online app views

Monthly public app views in 2015
These numbers tell us which of our apps are most popular and when. For example, we saw a large
spike on our curbside cleanup app as we approached our annual curbside pickup day, so we know
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people are using the app to get information about the event. In a similar case, we set a record for the
highest frequency of views when people used the GIS apps we published for our Annual Citywide
Garage Sale event. They viewed the apps over 3,000 times in a two week period to look at where
sales would be, when they’d be open, and what items were for sale.
Qualitatively, we’ve received great feedback on our apps. Our residents have especially appreciated
our Neighborhood Info app. Here is some of what they’ve said.
• “This app is spectacular!”
• “Awesome, thank you for this.”
• “Awesome job. Filled with lots of info. Who needs a realtor when you got this?”
• “It works so that's great! Good job”
• “Nicely done!”
• “This is awesome! Thank you!”
• “This is awesome!! I hope residents find this as valuable as it is; it’s seriously amazing!”
• “Very interesting - good work!”
• “This app is very useful - I have found most of this information already since I moved here at
the end of 2011 but it would have been great to be able to access this then.”
• “I love this app. Thank you so much for providing access / resources!”
We demonstrated Neighborhood Info at our annual real estate forum last spring. The realtors were
thrilled that we were doing so much work for them in a single app. They even asked us if other cities
in the area were doing it too. Hopefully they can apply some leverage on other cities to start thinking
outside the map too.

Productivity Boosts
With all of this information at our staff’s and the public’s fingertips, the number of data report and map
requests coming to our desks has dropped substantially. Naturally, automation has major impacts on
our productivity. We’ve managed to expand from a single desktop application to over 40 web apps
without having a significant impact on the time we spend on maintenance. In fact, maintenance work
time has decreased!
The majority of the work to bring a new app online is copying and pasting settings and configuration
from existing apps. As of today, we’re actively bringing an additional four apps online with no
anticipated ongoing maintenance increases. We’re not going to reach our limits any time soon.
Instead, we’re continuing to maximize the value of our investment in the COTS products we use and
pay ongoing maintenance for.
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Additional Impacts
Perhaps one of the most surprising impacts our modern enterprise GIS approach has had is that we
now strive to make our apps fun, or at least enjoyable, to use. As we studied successful existing apps
and worked closely with our users, we realized that the best user experience results in a positive
emotional response. Some of the negative responses we saw were to things we discussed like GIS
jargon terms and more traditional GIS workflows. We’ve found that using common terms, plain
language, and even a little bit of humor (gasp!) has made people like working with us and using our
apps a lot more.
We’ve had great press and recognition of our work. In 2015, we won a Special Achievement in GIS
Award from Esri, Government Technology named us a Top Ten Digital City. In 2016, we received an
Outstanding Achievement in Innovation Award from the Alliance for Innovation.
Esri wrote about our Adopt a Hydrant app in Esri’s ArcWatch and ArcUser magazines, and we’ve
presented our work at state and national conferences. Since we’ve learned so much from our peers,
we try to return the favor by sharing our work openly and encouraging them to study and use it for
themselves.

Changes to Business Operations
Accessibility
Part of designing intuitive GIS apps for the public includes targeting the broadest audience possible.
That means making our apps accessible regardless of hardware, software, or physical limitations. We
use HTML5 and a mobile-first approach for all of our apps. All of our published map services include
WMS capability, and our Geocortex-based apps are WCAG 2.0 compliant. We try to keep all of our
text at a 6th to 8th grade reading level. To put that in context, this paper is at a 10th grade reading
level.
Self-service
Our map gallery and open mapping platform are self-service portals. In one of our favorite examples,
we received a call from a contractor looking for plat drawings. He called us after originally contacting
our county government, who told him that in order to get any information he would have to come to
their courthouse and file a request on paper. The plat he was looking for was in Brooklyn Park, so we
showed him our Plat Finder app, where he could look up either an address or the plat name, open the
drawing, and save or print it.
We’ve heard from other many customers that they appreciate being able to look up the information
themselves on demand. This is great for us too because it means our information is available outside
of business hours, and we can spend the time we would have spent completing data requests on
doing the rest of our jobs.
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Automated Notifications
Along with on demand self-service, we use automated notifications to flag problems or opportunities.
In CityView, red text shows up in a property search result if there’s an active rental restriction, recent
police activity, or an active code enforcement case. Other text will appear to flag the property if it’s in
an area that’s eligible for a Community Development Block Grant, a program we participate in. That
way people don’t have to remember to research a property. The app simply reminds them about
pertinent information if and when it applies.
Another example is letting code enforcement inspectors know if there’s been recent police activity at
a property they’re going to inspect. An automated Python script queries all of the properties that have
an inspection scheduled for the current date, searches our police database for recent activity, and
then formats and emails the information to the assigned inspector.

Recent police activity at a scheduled property inspection, sent automatically
Sometimes this information is enough to warrant bringing a police officer to the inspection. More
often, it provides valuable context about what’s been going on at the property, which makes it easier
to approach the owner and discuss the situation holistically instead of only focusing on the current
problem at hand.
This is a shining example of how GIS brings our city systems together. A script uses data from our
land management system to query our enterprise GIS parcel dataset and then queries our police
records system for activity at that property. Python automatically massages the information and sends
it to our inspectors using our Exchange server credentials. That’s four different systems working
together to provide even-based information.
We also set up automated emails to monitor our Adopt a Hydrant app. In the event that someone
submits a new adoption, two people in our fire department will receive an email letting them know that
there’s a new pending adoption. The email includes a link to an administrative version of the app
where they can review the submission, approve or reject it, and notify the adopter. This way we don’t
have to rely on someone remembering to check the app periodically, ensuring that we’re
communicating effectively and promptly.
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Section F. System Resources
Primary Hardware Components
We have three virtual GIS servers: one web server to host our apps, one database server to store our
data, and one application server to manage our licenses and run our automated maintenance tasks.
We back all of them up nightly and keep three-day backups of our enterprise GIS databases.

Three servers to power our enterprise GIS
To quote a popular saying, “Simplicity scales, complexity fails.” To be fair, part of the reason for our
relatively small GIS footprint is because we’re a mid-size city. We could create a more complicated
system with multiple failovers and replications (some of our other systems have these), but the main
reason we keep things simple is that same reason we do everything: you guessed it, minimizing
maintenance and saving time. We use test and live environments, but we separate them from each
other using tools like ArcGIS for Server service folders, Geocortex Essentials test sites, and keeping
ArcGIS Online content private until it’s ready to go live. We’ve found this to be an efficient test/live
setup that doesn’t require maintaining two servers at the exact same states and constantly checking
to make sure references from a test server don’t accidently end up on a live server (which happens
fairly often to our more complicated, failover-protected systems).
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To make sure our hardware stays updated, we operate 100% inside of our IT team’s existing
maintenance plans. By doing so, they take care of all of our server maintenance for us. It also means
that all of our GIS servers use the same robust security and access settings as our other servers.
This is just our direct GIS hardware. Indirectly, our enterprise GIS automatically collects and
processes information from a handful of other database and applications servers. As long as those
servers are on, our GIS can use them. We make sure our scheduled tasks run outside of any
regularly scheduled IT maintenance hours so that servers we automatically collect and process data
from are available when they need to be.

Primary Software Components
When choosing and implementing software, we strive to follow all of our vendors’ suggested best
practices. Since we use Esri technology, we stay aligned with their long-term plans by using ArcGIS
Online and configurable apps. That means using Esri-recommended technology and partner software
whenever possible.
This strategy has been very beneficial. Transitioning from one software version to another has
caused minimal issues, especially with hosted services like ArcGIS Online, which update
automatically without any work on our end.
Our GIS software packages and tools include:
• ArcGIS for Desktop and Server 10.3.1
• ArcGIS Online
• SQL Server 2012 enterprise geodatabases
• Geocortex Essentials 4.4 and the Viewer for HTML5 2.5
• Limited use of Cartegraph SIGNview
• Limited use of Autodesk AutoCAD

Other Data Systems Our GIS Works With
All of our large information systems use SQL server. Most of the data have either an address or
parcel ID. Because of this, everyone at our organization that does data entry is a potential GIS data
creator. We use their data to create and update GIS datasets with a mix of tabular joins, geocoding,
and using coordinates from parcel centroids. We connect to live data using Geocortex Essentials’
database connection capabilities.
Our main non-geographic information systems are:
• New World Logos for land management and financial data
• New World Aegis for police records management
• Vanguard Appraisals CAMAvision for assessing information
• Our internal Business and resources list Access database
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We also pull information into our GIS apps from third party map services. We prefer this method over
downloading and storing the data ourselves because doing so would add to our maintenance work.
There is of course a calculated risk when using third party services since we’re relying on their
servers to be up and running. However, the amount of down time we’ve experienced using them has
been minimal and far below the amount of time we would spend downloading and updating the data
on premises.
We consume third party map services from:
• Minnesota Geospatial Commons
• Esri public demographic layers
• Hennepin County Open Data
• Federal authorities such as the EPA and NOAA

Staff Resources
We have one full time GIS Coordinator and one six month full time GIS Intern. We do not regularly
contract or work with consultants.
We have strong support from our executive leadership team, which has been a major asset for us.
They look to GIS to help them modernize city government service delivery in order to meet the
increasing demands for lean governments that share data openly. Recently, they are also looking for
GIS to do more as a communication tool, particularly through story maps.
Our IT services and network engineering teams do a fantastic job maintaining our network, including
our GIS servers and software. Our Applications Analyst keeps our non-GIS data systems up and
running and ready for GIS to process and use their data.
Our GIS Steering Committee continues to be a strong asset for keeping our citywide GIS goals
aligned and making sure everyone is aware of our latest work. Our smaller group of beta testers
helps us do observational troubleshooting and design new functionality.

Wrapping Up
It would be a lie to say that establishing our enterprise GIS was anything but a huge undertaking. It
took a substantial amount of time and effort to develop a comprehensive GIS strategy. During that
time, we didn’t have a clear, tangible product to present to our executives. This is where making
incremental improvements helps enormously. We were able to show what we were currently working
on, how we got there, and how it would all eventually improve our overall work efficiency.
Though the upfront cost is notable, the long term benefits have been well worth it. Beyond having a
stable environment in which to build GIS apps, we also have a strategic direction to drive and defend
our business decisions. The end result is that we can have it all and still only spend 10% of our time
on maintenance and half of our time on application development.
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10% on
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Work load distribution for Brooklyn Park’s GIS Coordinator
We spend 10% of our time supporting our 10 mid-level department GIS users. Another 10% goes to
non-GIS tasks (i.e. other strategic or IT-related work). We even have 20% of our time left over to
attend training, do research, and keep our big picture goals aligned so that we can keep up with the
industry and best practices. If there’s one thing we don’t want, it’s to find ourselves back in the
situation that started this enterprise modernization! To prevent that, our incremental changes and
continuous improvements can never cease.
We didn’t establish our strategy overnight. These standards took three years to formalize. We
developed them gradually and non-linearly using the same techniques we use for maintenance
automation and application design. We’re constantly adjusting our standards as we learn about better
ways to do things using new technology and work done by our peers. For example, it doesn’t make
sense to automate everything. Sometimes our ROI gap formula shows that a time frame isn’t
financially viable. In those cases, the time to get ROI is often longer than the expected life span of the
process. New technology may help in the future, we’re certainly keeping our eyes out for it, but for
now some manual work is still the most efficient method.
We have a lot of exciting new initiatives, some of which hopefully will be live by the time you’re
reading this paper. All of our work ensures that we have a flexible, integrated, and minimal
maintenance enterprise GIS. With that in place, we can build apps to consume our GIS data and
make it broadly available. With the help of our staff, our peers, and the public, Brooklyn Park will
continue its mission to think outside the map and deliver GIS data in exemplary, unique, and
undiscovered ways.
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